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Abstract Aseisimic earth fissures are complex consequences of groundwa-7

ter withdrawal and natural hydrogeologic conditions. This paper aims to im-8

prove the understanding of the mechanism of earth fissuring and investi-9

gate the relative importance of various factors to fissure activity, including10

bedrock geometry, piezometric depletion, compressibility and thickness of the11

exploited aquifer. For these purposes, a test case characterized by an imper-12

meable and incompressible rock ridge in a subsiding basin is developed, where13

stress/displacement analyses and fissure state are predicted using an interface-14

finite element model. Three different methods for global sensitivity analysis are15
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used to quantify the extent of the fissure opening to the aforementioned fac-16

tors. The conventional sampling based Sobol’ sensitivity analysis is compared17

to two surrogate based methods, the general polynomial chaos expansion based18

Sobol’ analysis and a feature importance evaluation of a gradient boosting de-19

cision tree model. Numerical results indicate that earth fissure is forming in20

response to tensile stress accumulation above the ridge associated to pore-21

pressure depletion, inducing the fissure opening at land surface with further22

downward propagation. Sensitivity analysis highlights that the geometry of23

bedrock ridge is the most influential feature. Specifically, the fissure grows24

more when the ridge is steeper and closer to the land surface. Pore pressure25

depletion is a secondary feature and required to reach a certain threshold to26

activate the fissure. As for this specific application, the gradient boosting tree27

is the most suitable method for its better performance in capturing fissure28

characteristics.29

Keywords Earth fissure · Global sensitivity analysis · Surrogate models ·30

Sobol indices · MDA31

1 Introduction32

Aquifer over-exploitation has led to land deformation in several semiarid basins33

worldwide and land subsidence is one of the major impacts on the earth sur-34

face. However, in certain cases, the accumulated deformation results in earth35

fissuring. This geological hazard has caused negative impacts on economic36

activities, social security, and environment protection, thus raising greater at-37

tention in the last decades. So far, land subsidence can be accurately sim-38

ulated and predicted by numerical models (Janna et al, 2012; Teatini et al,39

2005; Ye et al, 2016), whereas the mechanism of earth fissure is more complex40

and difficult to simulate (Budhu, 2011; Hernandez-Marin and Burbey, 2010;41
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Ochoa-González et al, 2018). Different hydrogeological settings favoring the42

occurrence of earth fissures have been conceptualized based on field studies,43

including buried undulating bedrock, pre-existing fault and abrupt heteroge-44

neous thickness of aquifer (Sheng and Helm, 1998; Sheng et al, 2003). The45

features of the earth fissures such as density, shape, length, aperture, depth,46

and dislocation vary greatly in different settings, which also implies different47

driving mechanisms.48

This work aims to improve the understanding of the earth fissure mecha-49

nism with the presence of buried bedrock ridges in subsiding basins. Knowl-50

edge of the mechanisms driving these hazards may help to predict and there-51

fore limit significant damages to buildings, streets, highways, railroads, earth52

dams, water wells, and other engineering structures. Note that earth fissures53

that coincide with fault scarps and abrupt thickness change may also be re-54

lated to seismicity (Carreón-Freyre et al, 2016; Peng et al, 2013), but this is55

beyond the scope of this work.56

Modelling the behavior of earth fissure requires a deep understanding of57

contact mechanism and various numerical methods were developed to delin-58

eate the physics of this problem (Hernandez-Marin and Burbey, 2010; Liu59

et al, 2019; Wang et al, 2015). The FE-IE (finite element-interface element)60

numerical method developed by Franceschini et al (2016) is a prominent ap-61

proach which exhibits stable and accurate performances on quantifying fissure62

characteristics (Franceschini et al, 2019; Frigo et al, 2019; Ye et al, 2018; Li63

et al, 2021). In this study, it is adopted to simulate the fissuring process in a64

subsiding basin with buried bedrock ridges.65

The complexity of these systems typically give rise to many uncertainties66

due to the geologic configuration, the pore-pressure distribution, the hydro-67

geomechanical parameters along with the mathematical and numerical ap-68

proximation of the physical problem (Frigo et al, 2019; Sheng et al, 2003). In69
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this context, a global sensitivity analysis (GSA) is fundamental to evaluate70

the susceptibility of input variables to fissure formation and propagation, con-71

sidering their possible mutual interactions (Iooss and Le Mâıtre, 2015; Saltelli72

and Annoni, 2010). A variance-based GSA is employed based on the func-73

tional decomposition of the output variance, providing the Sobol’ indices that74

quantify the input contribution to the output variance (Sobol’, 1993, 2001).75

First, we compute the indices using an efficient Monte Carlo sampling de-76

sign, employing the Sobol’ sequence to generate a uniformly distributed sample77

over the uncertain input domain (Sobol’ et al, 2011). However, a large number78

of samples are needed, in particular when interaction factors are investigated.79

This means a computationally prohibitive cost for large scale models, as it is80

the case of earth fissure modelling. For this reason, the use of surrogate (or81

proxy) models, which are approximations of the forward model built from a82

limited number of runs of the full model, is seen as a prominent approach to83

reduce the overall computational cost of the sensitivity analysis. Among sur-84

rogate methods, polynomial chaos expansion (GPC) is a probabilistic method85

which uses orthogonal polynomial projections of the input random variables to86

build the stochastic model output (Ghanem and Spanos, 1991). This technique87

provides a straightforward way to derive Sobol’ indices from model represen-88

tation coefficients (Crestaux et al, 2009). Thanks to these advantages, GPC89

surrogates have been recently applied for GSA in environmental modelling90

(Sochala and Le Mâıtre, 2013; Couaillier and Savin, 2019; Kaintura et al,91

2018; Zoccarato et al, 2020; Friedman et al, 2021).92

However, difficulties may rise when the quantity of interest presents some93

discontinuities with respect to the model parameters (Sochala and Le Mâıtre,94

2013; Le Mâıtre et al, 2004). In case of earth fissuring simulation, this oc-95

currence occurs when the discontinuity develops within the continuous porous96

medium. To overcome this problem, we elected to employ a decision tree-based97
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method such as the gradient boosting tree (GBT) that uses an ensemble of98

decision trees to approximate the solution, in particular for non-linear models99

with arbitrary inputs (Friedman, 2001; Louppe, 2014). Although tree-based100

models are considered as “black box”, many interpretation methods, such as101

Shapley Additive Explanations and Mean Decrease Accuracy (MDA) were102

designed to assess feature importance according to their relevance for the cor-103

responding estimator, similarly to the key insights of GSA (Breiman, 2001;104

Carvalho et al, 2019; Lundberg and Lee, 2017).105

The paper is structured as follows. At the beginning a brief background of106

the geomechanical modelling approach is provided. Then, the GPC and GBT107

methods are described with their corresponding importance indices (Sobol’108

and MDA). The setup of forward model and parameterization of interest are109

presented in the next section. The results of the numerical simulations and the110

statistical analyses are then discussed in detail with a list of main conclusions111

that close the paper.112

2 Numerical model113

The numerical model consists of a continuous model and a contact mechanism114

model, where the former provides the stress field analysis while the latter115

describes the generation and propagation of fissures. Note that when the fissure116

location is unknown, the stress field is fundamental to identify the potential117

location.118

2.1 Continuum model119

Stress and strain fields caused in a 3D continuous porous medium Ω are quanti-120

fied by means of the classical poroelasticity theory (Biot, 1941). The governing121
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equations read:122

�div σ = 0 (1)

where σ = (C : rsu� b p 1) is the total Cauchy stress tensor, with rs =123

1
2

�

r+rT
�

the symmetric gradient operator, C the rank-4 elasticity tensor,124

b the Biot coefficient, and 1 the rank-2 identity tensor. The displacement field125

u is the primary unknown. The pore pressure p is a known forcing term,126

either imposed according to previous physical knowledge and measurements127

or provided by a groundwater flow model (Ye et al, 2018).128

Without loosing the general validity of the approach, the constitutive re-129

lationship between stresses and strains used in this study is assumed linear130

elastic. Consequently, the soil compressibility Cm and Poisson ratio ν are con-131

stant and do not vary with the pressure (i.e., stress) change. Moreover, as132

usually implemented in the geomechanical application related to aquifer over-133

exploitation (Hernandez-Marin and Burbey, 2012; Ye et al, 2016; Zhu et al,134

2020), the small strain hypothesis is adopted. A tetrahedral finite element135

(FE) discretization is used.136

The stress analysis in the continuous model is used to locate the zones137

where shear and tension accumulate, i.e. they are more prone to fissuring.138

These are the sites where the earth fissure model is “inserted” to check the139

actual occurrence of discontinuity development and growth.140

2.2 Earth fissure (EF) model141

From a mathematical standpoint, a geological discontinuity such as an earth142

fissure can be represented as a pair of friction surfaces, possibly in contact with143

each other, embedded within Ω. The model must ensure the normal contact144

constraint, namely the impenetrability of the two portions of the porous body145

detected by the discontinuity.146
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The discrete fracture model proposed by Karimi-Fard et al (2003) and147

Garipov et al (2016) is used to describe the contact mechanics. More specif-148

ically, we take advantage of the model implementation proposed by Frances-149

chini et al (2016) and Franceschini et al (2019) where the fracture network150

is discretized by interface elements (IEs), which are zero-thickness FEs with151

shape functions compatible to those of the surrounding FEs.152

The fissure is considered as a boundary Γf within Ω, with a contact con-153

dition acting on the opposed surfaces Γ 1
f and Γ 2

f that allows for a relative154

displacement (opening and sliding) between corresponding points whenever155

the stress state violates a certain failure criterion. In this modeling approach156

we elect to rely to a failure criterion based on the classical Mohr-Coulomb157

framework, which imposes the following condition on Γ 1
f and Γ 2

f :158

f(t) = ktT k2 � (c� tN tan(ϕ))  0 (2)

where t = σ · n is the contact stress, with tT = t � tNn and tN = t · n the159

tangential and normal components, respectively. The unit vector n denotes160

the normal vector for the surface pair Γ 1
f and Γ 2

f . In the Coulomb criterion,161

c and ϕ are the cohesion and friction angle, respectively. The impenetrability162

of solid bodies is prescribed by the normal contact condition:163

tNgN = 0 (3)

where gN is the normal component of g, i.e. gN = g · n, representing the164

relative displacement between Γ 1
f and Γ 2

f . g is defined as:165

g = gNn+ gT = JuK = u|Γ 1

f
� u|Γ 2

f
(4)
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where u is the global displacement in Ω, as consistently computed through166

Equation (1), and u|Γ i
f
the restriction to Γ i

f .167

The application of the friction law (Equation (2)) and the principle of168

impenetrability of solid bodies (Equation (3)) subdivide the inner boundary169

Γf into three portions:170

1. f < 0 and tN < 0: the fissure is in a stick state, i.e. the discontinuity is171

fully closed and behaves as a part of the continuum;172

2. f = 0 and tN < 0: the fissure is in a slip state, i.e. a slip displacement is173

freely allowed at a fixed tangential traction τmax = c� tN tan(ϕ);174

3. tN = 0: the fissure is in a open state, i.e. both opening and slip displace-175

ments are freely allowed with zero traction.176

The main challenges to find the solution in terms of u and t is the iden-177

tification of stick, slip and open portions of the fissure surfaces. While the178

maximum extent of the fissure is fixed during the discretization phase, cor-179

responding to the whole surface discretized through IEs, the subdivision into180

the three different states and the corresponding constraints evolve during the181

simulation. Details about the discretization and solution strategy can be found182

in Franceschini et al (2016) and Franceschini et al (2019).183

3 Sensitivity Analysis184

A sensitivity analysis framework is implemented to investigate the most im-185

portant factors (and their interactions) controlling earth fissuring in subsid-186

ing basis. In this section, we first provide the mathematical framework of187

two different types of surrogate models (GPC and GBT) used to reduce the188

computational burden by approximating the full forward model. Then, Sobol’189

indices for sensitivity analysis are introduced with specific reference to their190

numerical computation based on Sobol’ and GPC approaches. For GBT, the191
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mean decrease accuracy metric (MDA) is presented as a measure of the rela-192

tive factor importance. The notion of partial dependence is also introduced to193

characterize the dependence of the model response on individual factors.194

3.1 Surrogate Models195

3.1.1 Generalized polynomial chaos expansion (GPC)196

Running the forward geomechanical model multiple times for large and com-197

plex systems can be a very demanding task, both in terms of CPU and mem-198

ory requirements. A GPC approach (Wiener, 1938; Xiu, 2007) is therefore pro-199

posed to approximate the outcome of the deterministic simulator as a function200

of the uncertain input parameters with the help of polynomials. With such ap-201

proximation, propagation of the input uncertainties to the model output can202

be efficiently computed and statistics such as mean, variance, and quantiles203

can be easily determined.204

The main idea of GPC surrogate models is based on using orthogonal poly-205

nomial approximations of the random input to project the stochastic model206

output. In the following, we provide the basic mathematical framework as de-207

rived in Xiu (2007). Let us consider the random model output U 2 R written208

as a function of the random vector Z of n mutually independent random vari-209

ables Z = (Z1, . . . , Zn) and distribution function FZ(z1, . . . , zn) = P(Z1 210

z1, . . . , Zn  zn). We are considering a stochastic process in the probability211

space (Ω,F ,P) with space of events Ω, σ-algebra F and probability measure212

P on F , see e.g. Xiu (2010). Z can directly be the vector of the input random213

variables, or more usually a set of independent random variables, the so called214

’germs’, by which the input variables can be described.215

As usual, the independence assumption implies FZ(z) =
Qn

i=1 FZi
(zi),216

where FZi
(zi) = P(Zi  zi) is the marginal distribution function with i =217
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1, . . . , n. Since any random variable may be represented as a series of polyno-218

mials in uncorrelated and independent Gaussian variables (Wiener, 1938) and,219

in its generalized extension, in non-Gaussian measures, GPC basis functions220

of a univariate random variable Zi are defined as the polynomials {φk(Zi)}
N
k=0221

of Nth-degree satisfying the orthogonality conditions:222

E[φs(Zi)φr(Zi)] =

Z

Σi

φs(zi)φr(zi)dFZi
(zi) = γsδs,r 0  s, r  N (5)

with γs = E[φ2
s(Zi)] the normalization factors, δs,r the Kronecker delta func-223

tion and Σi is the support of Zi. In the multivariate case, the GPC basis224

functions Φα(Z) of degree up to N are products of the univariate orthogonal225

polynomials:226

Φα(Z) = φα1
(Z1) . . .φαn

(Zn) with 0  |α|  N (6)

where α = (α1, ...,αn) 2 N
n
0 is a multi-index with |α| = α1 + · · · + αn. The227

multivariate basis functions are orthogonal polynomials in L2
dFz

, that is, the228

space of all mean-square integrable functions of Z with respect to the inner229

product based on the measure dFZ :230

E[Φα(Z)Φχ(Z)] =

Z

Σ

Φα(z)Φχ(z)dFZ(z) = γαδαχ (7)

where Σ is defined by Σ = Σ1 ⇥ Σ2 · · · ⇥ Σn. As a consequence, the class of231

orthogonal polynomials is selected according to the measure FZi
.232

In the GPC context, we aim at finding an approximation ŨGPC,N(Z) of the233

random function U(Z) 2 R in the N -th degree polynomial space generated by234

the basis functions Φα(Z):235

U(Z) ⇡ ŨGPC,N(Z) =
X

|α|N

cαΦα(Z) (8)
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where cα are the coefficients of the expansion. For U(Z) 2 L2
dFz

, the coeffi-236

cients cα can be computed by defining ŨGPC,N as the orthogonal projection of237

U onto the polynomial space Z = span{Φα}. By prescribing the orthogonality238

condition U � ŨGPC,N ? span{Φα}:239

Z

Σ

h

U(Z)� ŨGPC,N(Z)
i

ΦαdFZ = 0 (9)

The coefficients cα read:

cα =
1

γα
E[U(Z)Φα(Z)] =

1

γα

Z

Σ

U(z)Φα(z)dFZ(z) |α|  N (10)

i.e., they can be computed by numerically evaluating the integral of the prod-240

uct of Φα and U . The expansion terms of Equation (10) guarantees the optimal241

approximation of U in the sense of the norm defined in L2
dFZ

.242

The coefficients cα of the approximating GPC are numerically computed243

by a non-intrusive approach, that is without having to touch the finite ele-244

ment computation, and computing the coefficients only from samples z
j of245

the parameters Z and the corresponding U(zj) values. We use a pseudospec-246

tral projection, with the integral term approximated by a high-dimensional247

quadrature rule:248

cα ⇡ c̃α =

q
X

j=1

U(zj)Φα(z
j)w(zj) (11)

with z
j and w(zj) the q integration nodes and weights, respectively. Since249

Φα is at most of degree N , the integrand function has at most degree 2N .250

In the univariate case, this requires the use of a (q = N + 1)-point Gaussian251

quadrature rule, while in the multivariate case with n random variables the252

number of points grows up to q = (N + 1)n. Using this approximation, the253

surrogate model needs the evaluation of U through the numerical solver of the254

forward model at the q integration points zj .255
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Another approach to compute the coefficients cα of the expansion is by

regression, that is, by minimizing the (unweighted) mean squared L2 error

q
X

j=1

⇣

U(zj)� ŨGPC,N(z
j)
⌘2

=

q
X

j=1

0

@U(zj)�
X

|α|N

cαΦα(z
j)

1

A

2

(12)

of the expansion. The sum attains its minimum, where the gradient is zero,256

that is, where257

�2

q
X

j=1

0

@U(zj)�
X

|α|N

cαΦα(z
j)

1

AΦβ(z
j) = 0 (13)

for all |β| < N . The system of equations can be solved for the coefficients cα.258

3.1.2 Gradient Boosting Tree (GBT)259

Convergence of the GPC approximation is especially favorable when the de-260

pendence of the model output on the given uncertain input parameters have261

sufficient smoothness. As this is not necessarily the case for the given geome-262

chanical model, we have also tested a gradient boosting tree (GBT) approx-263

imation of the model output to explore the relationship between the input264

parameters and the model output.265

Given that the model output U is a function of the input variables Z =266

(Z1, . . . , Zn), gradient boosting method assumes that the approximation ŨGBT(Z)267

is represented by an ensemble of base learners (e.g., weak basic models) which268

minimizes the average value of a specified loss function L(U(Z), Û(Z)) such269

that:270

ŨGBT(Z) = arg min
Û(Z)

E[L(U(Z), Û(Z))] (14)
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evaluated at the sample points, where Û(Z) is the predicted values of the271

observed values U and can be written in the form:272

Û(Z) =

M
X

m=0

βmhm(Z) (15)

with hm(Z) the base learner at m-th stage of the boosting algorithm charac-

terized by a fixed size of stages M . In particular, GBT uses the decision tree

as base learner, thus hm(Z) can be written as:

hm(Z) =

Im
X

i=1

bim1Rim
(16)

where Im refers to the number of leaves at stage m, subscript i is the index for

each leaf in the tree, bim is the predicted value of the terminal region Rim with

1Rim
the indicator function, which takes value 1 if Z lies in the subset Rim

otherwise takes value 0. Then, a steepest descent step is commonly applied to

fit hm(Z) to the pseudo-residuals rjm with the training set{(zj , U(zj))}qj=1,

i.e., intermediate error terms at m-th stage, for j-th sample point (zj , rjm):

Lj =
1

2
(U(zj)� Ûm�1(z

j))2 (17)

rjm = �
∂Lj

∂Ûm�1

= U(zj)� Ûm�1(z
j) (18)

where the mean squared error (MSE) is used as loss function. Afterwards, the273

expansion coefficient βm can be optimized:274

βm = argmin
β

q
X

j=1

[U(zj)� (Ûm�1(z
j) + βhm(zj))] (19)

Therefore, the model can be updated by:275

Ûm(Z) = Ûm�1(Z) + βmhm(Z) (20)
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Moreover, regularization methods impose the constrains on fitting pro-276

cedure to prevent the overfitting, that is when the surrogate model exactly277

describes the training data and fails to fit unseen data. For example, the max-278

imum stage of gradient boosting M in Equation (15) is a natural regular-279

ization parameter which discourages learning more complex model to avoid280

overfitting. However, it has been found that regularization through shrinkage281

provides superior results to that obtained by restricting the maximum stage282

(Copas, 1983), hence a simple shrinkage strategy is added to Equation (20):283

Ûm(Z) = Ûm�1(Z) + νβmhm(Z) (21)

Under this form, two regularization parameters are used in the gradient boost-284

ing algorithm: the learning rate ν and the number of boosting stage M .285

3.2 Variable importance metrics286

3.2.1 Variance-based Sobol’ indices287

Consider the model under investigation is described as a function U = f(Z),288

where U is a scalar and the input Z = (Z1, Z2, . . . Zn) is defined over the n-289

dimensional hypercube In with mutually independent components. Assuming290

U to be a square integrable function, the Sobol’ functional decomposition291

scheme reads:292

f(Z) = f0+

n
X

i=1

fi(Zi)+

n
X

i=1

n
X

j>i

fij(Zi, Zj)+ . . .+f12...n(Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn) (22)
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where each term is square integrable over In and mutually orthogonal. The293

terms in the decomposition may be derived by:294

f0 = E(U)

fi = EZ
∼i
(U |Zi)� E(U)

fij = EZ
∼ij

(U |Zi, Zj)� fi � fj � f0

(23)

and similarly for higher degree terms. In Equation (23) EZ
∼i

denotes the295

expected value over all elements of the parameters Z except the i-th one.296

The decomposition allows to attribute the variances to the different param-297

eters or their various degree interactions. These can be given by the partial298

variances:299

Vi = Var(fi(Zi))

Vij = Var(fij(Zi, Zj))

(24)

and similarly for higher order terms. With the help of the partial variances,300

the total variance can be decomposed:301

Var(U) =
n
X

i=1

Vi +
n
X

i=1

n
X

j>i

Vij + . . .+ V12...n (25)

The variance based sensitivity is described by the ratio of the partial variances302

and the total variance. The first and second-order Sobol’ indices are defined303

as:304

Si =
Vi

Var(U)

Sij =
Vij

Var(U)

(26)

and similarly for the higher order sensitivity indices. The first order indices305

{Si}
n
i=1 measure the effect on the output variance of factor Zi alone. Higher-306
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order indices represents the combined effect of the group of factors Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn307

on the variance of the model output.308

Another sensitivity measure is the total index of the i-th factor:309

STi = 1�
VarZ

∼i
(EZi

(U |Z⇠i))

Var(U)
(27)

where VarZ
∼i
(EZi

(U |Z⇠i)) can be regarded as the first order index of Z⇠i, so310

that STi measures the contribution to the output variance of all terms which311

contain factor Zi.312

These indices can be calculated by Monte Carlo method (Saltelli, 2002;313

Saltelli and Annoni, 2010). The procedure is as follows. Generate q⇥2n sample314

matrix of the input random variables Z. The first n columns are gathered as315

matrix A and the second n columns are used similarly as matrix B. From316

these two matrices we generate n further q⇥n matrices AB
i by taking matrix317

A and replacing its i-th column with the corresponding column of B. The318

estimators:319

Vi(EZ
∼i
(U |Zi)) ⇡

1

q

q
X

j=1

f(B)j(f(AB
i)j � f(A)j)

EZ
∼i
(VZi

(U |Z⇠i)) ⇡
1

2q

q
X

j=1

(f(A)j � f(AB
i)j)

2

(28)

used in Equations (26) and (27) allow to compute the indices Si and STi.320

In this work, we use the Sobol’ sequence, i.e., a quasi-random low discrep-321

ancy sequence, to generate the samples zj (Saltelli, 2002; Saltelli and Annoni,322

2010). The difference with the ordinary Monte Carlo is that quasi-Monte Carlo323

substitutes random points with low discrepancy sequences, thus improving324

the convergence of the estimator. The main problem with this sampling-based325

method is the cost of computing f(AB
i). Instead, by using the GPC or GBT326
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surrogates as model proxy, the model output can be directly computed from327

the proxy model in a computationally cheap manner.328

One of the great advantages of the GPC surrogate model is that the Sobol’329

indices can be computed analytically without using the sampling based ap-330

proximation given in Equation (28). Due to the orthogonality condition, the331

mean and the total variance of the GPC can be directly computed from the332

coefficients of the expansion as follows:333

E(f(Z)) ⇡ E(f̃) = cα||α|=0, (29)

334

Var(f(Z)) ⇡ Var(f̃) =
X

0<|α|N

c2αγα. (30)

According to Sudret (2008), if we introduce the set of α tuples Ji1,...,is such335

way that only the indices (i1, . . . , is) are nonzero:336

Ji1,...,is =

8

>

<

>

:

α :
αk > 0 8k = 1, . . . , n, k 2 (i1, . . . , is)

αj = 0 8k = 1, . . . , n, k /2 (i1, . . . , is)

9

>

=

>

;

, (31)

than Ji is defined as a set of all multi-indices that corresponds to the polynomi-

als depending only on parameter Zi. Consequently, the Sobol’ decomposition

(see Equation (22)) of the GPC approximation is straightforward:

f̃(Z) =f0 +

n
X

i=1

X

α2Ji

cαΦα(Zi)

+
X

1i1<i2n

X

α2Ji1,i2

cαΦα(Zi1 , Zi2) (32)

+ · · ·+
X

α2J1,2,...,n

cαΦα(Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn)
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and thus any element of the decomposition can be written as:337

fi1,...is =
X

α2Ji1,...,is

cαΦα(Zi1 , . . . Zis) (33)

The partial variances can be also easily computed from:338

Vi1,...is = Var

0

@

X

α2Ji1,...,is

cαΦα(Zi1 , . . . Zis)

1

A =
X

α2Ji1,...,is

c2αγα (34)

that is, the coefficients corresponding to the polynomials that have dependence339

only on the selected variables have to be collected, squared, multiplied with340

its norm and summed up. For the sensitivity index this expression has to be341

divided by the total variance given in Equation (30).342

3.2.2 Mean Decrease Accuracy (MDA)343

For the GBT surrogate model instead of computing the Sobol’ indices with344

the help of the MC estimation, we use a different sensitivity measure that345

can be efficiently computed by GBT models. Each feature importance is here346

evaluated through a permutation-based measure following the idea of Breiman347

(2001) and the application in Jaxa-Rozen and Kwakkel (2018). Given the q⇥n348

matrix A of the random input variables Z, the MDA index of the i-th feature349

measures the decrease of the estimator accuracy by randomly permuting the350

values of Zi (i-th column of input variables matrix) for K times in total and351

for each repetition re-computing the ensemble tree predictions with the k-th352

(for k = 1, . . . ,K) permuted column Ai . The higher the inaccuracy, the most353

important is the feature for the particular model. MDA of the i-th feature is354

defined as355

MDAi = s�
1

K

K
X

k=1

sk,i (35)
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where s is the reference score and sk,i the score for the k-th permutation of356

feature Zi, where the score is obtained by computing the mean square error357

between predictions and observations. The feature is important if permuting358

its values causes a large drop on the model performance.359

3.3 Convergence criterion of importance indices360

Here we apply the convergence criterion proposed by Roustant et al (2014) to361

evaluate the stability of the important indices. The vector V q = (v1, . . . , vn)362

of the variable importance indices is estimated from a sample size of q observa-363

tion points, where n is the number of input features. Specifically, the Euclidean364

norm of the vector is taken into account rather than the individual indices so365

that the more influential indices have more effect on the convergence measure-366

ment. The importance indices are computed sequentially over an increasing367

sample size at intervals of ∆q. Then the convergence criterion kq is computed368

by:369

kq =
1/t

Pt

i=1 kV q � V q�i∆qk

kV qk
(36)

where k k is the Euclidean norm and t is the number of total intervals. The370

values of ∆q and t are case-dependent. This criterion will be imposed on the371

total Sobol’ indices ST and MDA.372

3.4 Partial Dependence373

Compared to Sobol’ indices and MDA, partial dependence is more similar to374

one-at-a-time (OAT) sensitivity analysis, which assumes the model response is375

a function of one or two input variables and characterizes the average marginal376

effect on model prediction (Goldstein et al, 2015). Owing to this feature, partial377

dependence plot can visually depicts the relationship between model prediction378
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and the variables of interest. The partial dependence function Ũi reads:379

Ũi (zi) = EZj

h

Ũ (zi,Zj)
i

=

Z

Ũ (zi,Zj) dP (Zj) (37)

where zi and Zj are respectively the feature set of interest and complement380

used in the surrogate models Ũ . Generally, zi accounts for two components at381

most. The partial dependence can be computed by a Monte or quasi Monte382

Carlo method with the help of a surrogate model.383

3.5 Software availability384

In this work, the forward geomechanical models are carried out by the GEPS3D385

simulator (Isotton et al, 2019; Franceschini et al, 2016). The reference global386

sensitivity analysis, that is Sobol’ technique, is implemented by the SALib li-387

brary in Python environment (Herman and Usher, 2017). SGLib library (Zan-388

der, 2020; Friedman and Zander, 2020) is used to compute the polynomial389

chaos expansion and Sobol’ indices (Vittek et al, 2006). Gradient boosting390

tree algorithm and mean decrease accuracy computation are carried out by391

the scikit � learn module in Python with gradient boosting regression esti-392

mator and permutation feature importance function (Pedregosa et al, 2011).393

4 Model Setup and Parameterization394

The investigated configuration conceptualizes the geological setting in Wuxi,395

China, where the compressible deposits of the Yangtze River cover an undu-396

lating bedrock.397

The numerical simulation is developed on a quasi-3D domain 2000-m long398

(x-direction), 50-m thick (y-direction), and 500-m deep (z-direction). A traction-399

free top surface and a fixed bottom surface are considered (Fig.1). On the400
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lateral surfaces the horizontal displacements are precluded in the orthogo-401

nal direction. The conceptual model is composed of three hydrostratigraphic402

units: an upper aquitard, a bottom aquifer, and a buried triangular bedrock.403

For sake of simplicity, each material is assumed to behave elastically with the404

same Poisson ratio ν = 0.25. Cohesion c and friction angle ϕ are set equal405

to 0.01 MPa and 30� respectively. A piezometric drop ∆p is uniformly as-406

signed to the bottom aquifer, meanwhile the upper aquitard is regarded as an407

hydraulically “inactive” unit where the pore pressure propagation from the408

underlying sandy layer is negligible. The initial stress field is computed based409

on the gradient density (σv = 1200 kg/m2/m) and the minimum-to-maximum410

stress ratio reads σh/σv = ν/(1� ν).411

The vertical size of tetrahedral FE elements is 10 m and the horizontal412

dimension is in range between 5.5 and 20 m, slightly varying according to413

the ridge geometry. Previous studies have proved that earth fissures are most414

prone to generate from the ground surface above the ridge tip downward, with415

a stress state characterized by high tension above the ridge (Ye et al, 2018;416

Frigo et al, 2019). Moreover, fissures cannot propagate within the bedrock417

where pressure does not change and the stress field variation is negligible.418

Therefore, a IE alignment is vertically introduced from the land surface to419

the ridge tip as highlighted by the white line in Fig. 1. The triangular IE dis-420

cretization is consistent with FE discretization. Stress distribution and mag-421

nitude depend on the ridge geometry, the aquifer thickness, and differential422

subsidence. This latter is primarily dependent on the pore pressure change and423

sediment compressibility. Therefore, these four variables, i.e. ridge geometry,424

aquifer thickness, pressure change and sediment compressibility, are selected425

as input features for GSA.426

Here, the ridge geometry is characterized by the slope of the bedrock ridge427

(tan θ). Note that the length of ridge basement is fixed at 500 m. The frac-428
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Fig. 1 FE grid of one numerical experiment in sensitivity analysis, where tan θ = 1.2,
ζ = 0.65. The three colors (red, green and blue) represent the hydrogeologic units. hr

represents bedrock ridge height which is the function of θ. The IE alignment is highlighted
by a white line whose length equal to 500− hr.

Table 1 Range of the input features for GSA: the four random variables tan θ, ζ, Cm, and
∆p are uniformly distributed.

Feature Min Max
tan θ 5.0⇥ 10�1 1.9
ζ 4.0⇥ 10�1 9.0⇥ 10�1

Cm (MPa�1) 5.0⇥ 10�3 5.0⇥ 10�2

∆p (MPa) �1.0 0.0

tion of the aquifer thickness over the domain thickness (500 m) is denoted429

ζ. The selected ranges for tan θ and ζ are determined by the domain dimen-430

sions and discretization. The bounds for the aquifer compressibility (Cm) and431

the maximum piezometric decline (∆p) are based on available literature data432

on exploited aquifer systems (Burbey, 2002; Conway, 2016; Ochoa-González433

et al, 2018; Ye et al, 2018; Zhu et al, 2020). The piezometric decline reaches the434

maximum value with a linear behavior in 10 time steps. The variability ranges435

of the parameters used in this study are summarized in Tab. 1. A uniform436

probability distribution is assumed for each variable.437

5 Results438

5.1 Deterministic model run439

We randomly choose one experiment designed for GSA to present the numer-440

ical outcomes. The simulated temporal evolution of tensile stress on a vertical441
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Fig. 2 Sequential evolution of the dimensionless horizontal stress σ∗

h
= σh/∆p at the 5th,

8th and 10th loading steps as simulated with the EF model. The results are obtained using
tan θ = 1.2, ζ = 0.65, Cm = 0.05 MPa−1 and ∆p = −0.89 MPa.

section of the domain is shown in Fig. 2. Tensile stress σh initially accumulates442

around the ridge tip. As piezometric level declines, a tensile zone also occurs443

at the land surface above the apex of ridge. Once tensile stress excesses the444

tensile strength, i.e. tN = 0 (see Section 2.2), IEs change from a stick to an445

open state with the discontinuity that develops at the land surface and prop-446

agates downwards. Simultaneously, tensile stress dissipates due to the crack447

opening. Notice that the porous medium directly above the ridge tip does not448

experience any shear stress due to the symmetric configuration. Therefore,449

only fissure opening develops with this setting.450

Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the earth fissure as provided by the IE model.451

Fissure initially originates at the land surface where the tensile strength is the452

lowest and later develops at depth too, just above the ridge tip, in response to453

the concentration of tensile stress. The upper fissure keeps enlarging horizon-454
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Fig. 3 Sequential evolution of fissure opening at the 5th, 8th and 10th loading steps: open-
ing gN (dotted black line), opening Γopen and close Γstick areas (red and blue zones) are
provided. The results are obtained using tan θ = 1.2, ζ = 0.65, Cm = 0.05 MPa−1 and
∆p = −0.89 MPa.

tally and extending downwards. At the 10th step, the fissure reaches a depth455

about 30 m with a maximum opening equal to 1.7 m. Conversely, the bottom456

discontinuity remains confined at the depth without a significant development.457

Generally, the energy is dissipated after fissuring mainly at land surface.458

Moreover, the overburden stress due to sediment load usually limits tensile459

fissuring at depth (Budhu and Shelke, 2008). Therefore, the bottom activated460

zone is not included in the quantity of interest dact that is defined as the fissure461

depth from the land suface. It is worth mentioning that the size of activated462

depth is controlled by the vertical length of the IE alignment, thus the relative463

activated depth dr,act = dact/(500 � hr) is introduced to have comparable464

results when varying the model geometry (Fig. 1). In this case, dr,act equals465

0.132.466
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5.2 Approximation by surrogate models467

5.2.1 GPC surrogate468

The computation of the GPC coefficients has been initially carried out by the469

pseudospectral approach (Equation (11)) and increasing step by step the GPC470

degree of the polynomial response. The surrogate model ŨGPC is developed to471

approximate dr,act with input parameters Z = {tan θ, ζ, Cm,∆p}. The valida-472

tion of the fitted surrogate model is carried out by employing 7000 samples,473

that is the available set of points used to compute Sobol’ indices with the quasi474

Monte Carlo approach. Moreover, train and validation of the GPC surrogate is475

also obtained from the 7000 points using 80% for regression and the remaining476

20% for validation.477

The results are shown in Tab. 2 with the coefficient of determination R2
478

used to assess the fit goodness of the surrogate model to the full problem and479

computed by means of the leave-one-out cross-validation. Increasing the GPC480

degree both approaches, i.e. pseudospectral and regression, provide similar re-481

sults with increasing values of the coefficient of determination R2. Obviously,482

the computational cost of regression is much higher, in particular at low GPC483

degrees. The maximum R2 is close to 0.80. A visual comparison of the full484

model results and the surrogate solution is shown in Fig. 4(a). The higher485

discrepancy is obtained at the boundary of the solution where the surrogate486

solution provides results larger than 1.0 or lower than 0.0. These solutions cor-487

respond to the nonphysical response meaning (i) a fissure reaches and propa-488

gates within bedrock (dr,act > 1.0) and (ii) a negative opening (dr,act < 0.0),489

representing non-penetration that is not admitted by the model hypothesis490

(see Equation (3)).491
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Table 2 Validation of the GPC at increasing value of the maximum total degree of the
GPC expansion. The coefficient of determination R2 is used to asses the goodness of fit.
R2

PS
refers to GPC coefficients computed using the pseudospectral approach through Gauss

quadrature, whereas R2

RG
is obtained by regression. The number of points indicated are

those used to train the surrogate models.

GPC degree N # gauss points R2
PS # regression points R2

RG

2 81 0.64 5600 0.64
3 256 0.69 5600 0.68
4 625 0.72 5600 0.73
5 1296 0.77 5600 0.76
6 2401 0.78 5600 0.78
7 4096 0.79 5600 0.79

5.2.2 GBT surrogate492

Gradient boosting algorithm is also implemented with increasing size of input493

data to check the convergence, thereof 80% is used to fit model with remaining494

20% for validation. Hyperparameter tuning is carried out by a Grid Search495

method which enumerates all the possible combinations of hyperparameters496

and gets optimal values based on the corresponding coefficient of determination497

R2
GB . In this application, only the learning rate ν has been tuned given it’s498

the most important hyperparameter for GBT estimator(Probst et al, 2019).499

Tab. 3 shows the model goodness that stabilizes when the data size reaches500

5000. In addition to Sobol’ samples, the Gauss points (4096) for the GPC501

method are also used to validate the regression tree obtained from maximum502

sample size (7000) (Fig. 4(b)). The regression tree also has some nonphysical503

predictions (dr,act > 1.0), however the absolute values of discrepancy are much504

less than that of GPC solutions. Moreover, R2
GB suggests GBT algorithm out-505

performs GPC algorithm with respect to the prediction accuracy (R2
GB=0.96506

vs R2
RG=0.79). Nevertheless, both two surrogate models fail to capture the507

characteristic that the fissure opening depth dr,act keeps constant within some508

q sub-domains irrespective of parameters variation.509
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Fig. 4 Visual comparison between the full model run and the surrogate solutions. (a) GPC
model with regression, the blue shaded areas imply nonphysical solutions, i.e., dr,act larger
than 1.0 representing a fissure thet extends within the buried bedrock, and lower than
0 indicating interpenetration of solid bodies. (b) GBT model, where the predictions are
basically within the rational range.

5.3 Importance metrics510

Sobol’ technique is chosen as the “reference” sensitivity analysis with the input511

samples generated by the Sobol’ sequence. As mentioned in Section 5.2, these512

samples are reused to train and validate GPC and GBT surrogates. Know-513

ing that the reliability of sensitivity measures obtained by metamodels are514

dependent on their predictive power, we can assure GPC and GBT are good515
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Table 3 Learning rate and validation of GBT at increasing sample size.

sample size q learning rate ν R2
GB

1000 0.23 0.90
2000 0.14 0.94
3000 0.12 0.95
4000 0.16 0.95
5000 0.10 0.96
6000 0.10 0.96
7000 0.10 0.96

surrogates and the “overfitting” problem can be excluded according to the R2
516

values obtained from the cross validation.517

Fig. 5 shows that Sobol’ and GPC methods estimate similar results of first518

order indices Si and total Sobol’ indices (STi), with the GPC algorithm show-519

ing a quicker convergence with respect to the quasi Monte Carlo method. For520

each variable, Si accounts for the larger proportion of the corresponding STi,521

indicating a minor contribution from interactions between the i-th variable522

and the other input factors. The second order indices from Sobol’ technique523

and GPC, both computed with 7000 samples, are listed in Tab. 4. It is evi-524

dent the small interaction between input factors. Note that Sobol’ technique525

gives some negative indices for the non-influential terms indicating some com-526

putation errors which could not be eliminated with the current sample size527

(Herman and Usher, 2017).528

Fig. 6(a) depicts MDA importance indices obtained from the GBT model529

with default repetition K = 100. A comparison with Sobol’ method measures530

is presented in Fig. 6(b). Note that Sobol’ indices and MDA importance indices531

measure different quantities, thus a min-max scaling for each value is employed532

for direct comparison of the indices. According to Equation. 36, both GPC and533

GBT surrogate models reach the convergence criteria kq < 0.05 at q = 7000534

(with ∆q = 2000 samples and t = 3 intervals). Conversely, the reference Sobol’535

method fails to converge at 7000 sample size which proves surrogate models536
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Table 4 Second order indices with reference Sobol’ method and GPC surrogate model.

- S12 S13 S14 S23 S24 S34

Sobol’ 0.013 0.033 0.059 -0.005 -0.005 0.010
GPC 0.026 0.020 0.070 0.002 0.017 0.007

can reduce the overall computational cost of analysis with respect to Sobol’537

method. Moreover, GBT not only ranks the variables in the same way as Sobol’538

method but also provides basically identical proportional indices with respect539

to the total effect. The importance metrics obtained from the three methods540

highlight the ridge geometry is the most influential variable for the fissure541

opening, with the pressure variation also having a non-negligible impact on542

the fissure development. The contributions from the other two variables are543

smaller.544

5.4 Partial Dependence545

We also employ partial dependence to investigate the surrogate model response546

to the variable changes(Fig.7). A number of 50 samples from the validation set547

are used to illustrate how the model prediction to one variable changes, keeping548

fixed the other features. Note that each sample is represented by one thin line.549

The thicker lines represent the partial dependence calculated from the whole550

validation set (20% of 7000 samples). Although there are some discrepancies551

between GPC and GBT models results, the trend of partial dependence for552

each variable is similar.553

The impact is limited when tan θ < 1, however, once exceeding 1.47, the rel-554

ative activated depth boosts significantly. The model response remains almost555

constant until ζ > 0.8 when the average line slope that abruptly increases,556

although the contribution of thicker aquifers is still limited. According to the557

gradient variation, dr,act is more sensitive with Cm up to 0.02 MPa�1 and a558
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Fig. 5 Sobol’ indices with reference Sobol’ method (top panels) and GPC (bottom panels)
method. Left panels present the convergence of Sobol’ total indices ST,i, with the shaded
areas in (a) representing the 95% confidence intervals of the indices. The right panels shows
the relationships between first order and total indices.

Fig. 6 MDA metric with the GBT method. (a) Convergence of MDA and (b) comparison
of total effect between Sobol’ and GBT methods. The importance indices are obtained from
the sample size q = 7000.
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larger compressibility does not favor a much larger fissure development. ∆p559

causes a relative larger output variation with respect to ζ and Cm, which is560

consistent with the variable importance ranking. The slope of partial depen-561

dence gently decreases when the absolute value of ∆p reduces.562

Based on these analyses, we conclude that the ridge geometry and the563

pressure variation are the first and secondary variables influencing fissure gen-564

eration and propagation. Therefore, we plot the partial dependence of these565

two variables as shown in Fig. 8. The outcomes of two surrogate models are566

mainly consistent with respect to the model output distribution. In general,567

the size of ridge slope controls the upper limit of fissure opening. While a568

certain amount of ∆p is necessary for the fissure occurrence.569

6 Discussion570

Earth fissuring accompanying differential subsidence above buried bedrock571

ridges is becoming a worldwide hazard. Since 1950s, this typical fissure oc-572

currence has been reported, for example, in Casa Grande in Arizona, USA573

(Jachens and Holzer, 1979), Yangzi Delta in China (Wang et al, 2010), Najran574

Basin in Saudi Arabia (Youssef et al, 2014). These studies have pointed out575

that fissure formation is induced by groundwater depletion and buried geolog-576

ical structures, but the undergoing physical process is not well known owing577

to little information and limited modelling technique.578

The general consensus is that the pore pressure depletion causes a variation579

of the in-situ stress field, which is responsible for aseismic formation of earth580

fissures. Opening and sliding are induced by tensile and shearing, respectively581

(Hernandez-Marin and Burbey, 2010; Budhu, 2011). Here, we limit the inves-582

tigation on the depth of the fissure opening that occurs when the stress normal583

component becomes greater than zero. This causes the vanishing of contact584
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Fig. 7 Marginal effect of GPC (left panel) and GBT (right panel) methods on the model
parameters tan θ, ζ, Cm, and ∆p. Each subplot contains 50 samples which are represented
by the thin lines. Partial dependence is highlighted by the thick line.
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Fig. 8 Partial dependence of tan θ and ∆p with GPC (left panel) and GBT (right panel).

between the pair of surfaces constituting the IEs inserted above the ridge tip.585

However, we are aware of the possible formation of fissures due to sliding condi-586

tion only, such as in the case addressed by Li et al (2021), where multi-fissure587

formation is simulated for the hydrogeologic setting at Guangming village,588

Wuxi, China. These are more complex cases, where discontinuities develop589

where the stress field reaches the yield surface (Equation (2)), and require an590

appropriate analyses of the stress field in the continuous body prior to insert591

the IEs in the most critical zones of the 3D mesh.592

With more fissure appearances over the last decades, researches started fo-593

cusing on the quantitative analyses of the fissure formation mechanism. Sheng594

et al (2003) defined the ratio of tensile stress over tensile strength as an indica-595

tion for fissure inception and carried out an one-at-a-time sensitivity analysis596

which suggested the confining stress and, secondarily, the depth of aquifer597

as the key parameters for fissure formation. Unfortunately, the impact of the598

ridge geometry was not taken account into this analysis. Frigo et al (2019)599

applied a multivariate regression to fit the depth of fissure opening as function600

of the pressure variation and the ratio between exploited aquifer thickness and601

ridge tip depth. The regression surface consists of a pair of planes with discon-602
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tinuous joint, highlighting that fissure is more prone to occur when the depth603

of the ridge tip is shallow. It is also found that pressure depletion plays an im-604

portant role by controlling the differential subsidence. However, multivariate605

analysis standardizes regression coefficients as direct measures of sensitivity,606

which is more suitable for linear problems. Moreover, the number of evaluated607

variables was restricted to two in order to derive a regression surface in a 3D608

setting. Thus, the ridge depth and aquifer geometry were combined in a single609

parameter.610

In this work, to systematically investigate the model sensitivity to input611

parameters and model geometry, we perform a global sensitivity analysis using612

a variance-based approach. Sobol’ and total effects indices result in ranking613

the input factors, with a priority of importance assigned to the geometry of614

the ridge and the pore pressure drop of the system. The aquifer thickness615

and the compressibility are less influential with respect to the increase of the616

probability of fissure opening. The interactions between factors is one order617

of magnitude lower than the main indices, indicating a second order effect on618

the output variation. Results are mostly according to the mentioned previous619

studies, except for the less importance assigned to the aquifer thickness. How-620

ever, this parameter was considered in a combined form with the ridge depth621

in Frigo et al (2019), probably causing an overestimation effect. Another rea-622

son may be attributable to the selection of the bounds values of the uniform623

distributions from which each parameter is sampled (Wagener and Pianosi,624

2019). For example, the slope of the bedrock ridge (tan θ) is assumed variable625

between 0.5 and 1.9 due to some model grid constrains, discarding all θ val-626

ues lower than ⇠ 27°. This may result in a not sufficiently wide choice of the627

parameter space, cutting out the possible influence of the other parameters at628

lower θ values. We also point out that further analyses are needed to consider629

the possibility that variance is not a good measure of the output uncertainty,630
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for example using indices that consider moment independence (Borgonovo,631

2007; Pianosi and Wagener, 2015; Dell’Oca et al, 2017).632

We advocate the use of surrogate models to reduce the computational cost633

of the generation of the output samples for the computation of the importance634

metrics (Saltelli et al, 2010). Surrogates based on GPC techniques are promi-635

nent because the easy derivation of the Sobol’ indices at no additional compu-636

tational burden. However, it is observed that increasing the level of problem637

non linearity, e.g., in proximity of the fissure opening, the method fails to pro-638

vide a good model proxy (e.g., the predicted dr,act > 1, see Fig. 4(a)). For this639

reason, we also employed the GBT algorithm for the estimation of total sensi-640

tivity measures, i.e., the mean decrease accuracy estimates MDA. Compared641

to Sobol’ indices, MDA importance lacks of a straightforward interpretation,642

as they are computed based on the model prediction accuracy rather than the643

effects on the output variance. Thus, MDA is limited to assess the interaction644

effects between the input variables. However, this limit can be compensated by645

using other interpretability methods like SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017) or646

by using them as interpretation of the Sobol’ total effects. The counterpart of647

this methodology, which seems more suitable for applications on discontinuous648

problems compared to GPC, is that GBT regression tree spends more time649

on tuning hyperparameters to optimize the model performance, increasing the650

overall computational burden.651

7 Conclusion652

The present work investigates the relative importance of various hydrogeologic653

features to the formation and propagation of aseismic fissures above the crest654

of buried bedrock. The conceptual model used for numerical simulation is ide-655

alised and simplified from the field case reported in Wuxi, China. Earth fissures656
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develop only with the simultaneous occurrence of an undulating bedrock that657

intercept a thick compressible aquifer where pressure decline takes place.658

An advanced geomechanical simulator is used to analyse the stress field659

and quantify the fissure opening. The numerical simulations show how the660

pore pressure depletion results in the accumulation of tensile stress above the661

ridge tip, favoring the development of an earth fissure at the land surface. The662

fissure deepens as the pressure decline increases.663

The numerical results are processed by GSA to assess the variable (bedrock664

ridge geometry, aquifer thickness and compressibility, and pore pressure vari-665

ation) importance to fissure activation and propagation. Sobol’ provided with666

Monte Carlo approach are taken as the reference and compared to Sobol’ in-667

dices derived from surrogates of the forward model. GPC and GBT algorithms668

are applied to fit the numerical solution and then estimate the factor impor-669

tance based on surrogate model prediction. The following main conclusions670

can be drawn:671

– The three methods, i.e. Sobol’, GPC, and GBT, rank the four variables672

consistently and provide similar importance measurements, thus support-673

ing the validity of the achievement;674

– The aquifer thickness and compressibility are less-influential variables to675

fissure opening;676

– Marginal effect and surface response plots highlight that the probability677

of significant fissuring (deep and with large opening) is higher when the678

buried ridge is steeper and its tip closer to the land surface, with sufficiently679

large pore pressure depletion.680

Finally, we have assessed the computational performances of three techniques681

on this application. Sobol’ technique requires a larger sample size to converge,682

which makes it computationally expensive. Compared to GPC-based model,683
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GBT performs better on approximating the discontinuous solution but requires684

a larger computational burden.685
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